Jeff Adamcik ‐ Forest Geometry Teaching Unit
Unit Overview
This unit will use hands on geometry with classroom applications. The goal is to experience how
geometry is used in the study of measuring trees. The focus for this unit is an LD (learning disabled pullout) High
School Geometry class.
References
From the Institute ‐ Tree Identification Guide www.uswp.edu/cnr/leaf
Minnesota DNR ‐ Making and Using Measurement Tools‐Basal Area
http://www.wikihow.com/Measure‐the‐Height‐of‐a‐Tree

Teaching and Learning Objectives
Students will measure the diameter and height of trees to solve for area, circumference, volume and
surface area. Students will find the area of a circle given a radius to work with. Students will input data into a
spreadsheet for analysis.

Content Benchmarks
Standard G1: Figures and Their Properties
G1.6.1 Solve multi‐step problems involving circumference and area of circles
G1.8.1 Solve multi‐step problems involving surface area and volume

Five‐Day Lesson Plan
Day 1
Materials needed per group: flexible tape measure, masking tape, string (60 ft. minimum)
Class will be divided into groups of two or three students. Students will be given a tape measure and 60
foot of string. They will be asked to pick a starting point with one student holding one end of the string. The
other student will walked until the string is taut and then walk in a circle using broken sticks to outline the radius
of the circle. The circular plot should encompass at least 10 trees with a diameter of at least 3 inches (using the
width of their knuckles for a quick reference). Students will measure and record the diameter of each tree in
their circular plot using the flexible tape measure. In order to measure the diameter, students will measure the
tree at the spot 4½ feet above the ground. Students will also mark two trees with tape that will be used later to
measure height. Students will record their radius for the circular plot. Students will also need to get samples of
at least three leaves or needles from the trees in their circular plot.
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Students will use formulas to find the area of their land and the circumference of each tree in their
circular plot.
. This will be input onto their spreadsheet at another time.
Day 2
Materials: Tree Identification Guide
Students will go to the computer lab or use the rollaway laptops to input their data into a spreadsheet.
Headings to include: Tree #, circumference, diameter, height, surface area and volume. The teacher will help
with the formulas if needed. Students will then analyze their leaf specimens that they have collected from Day 1
using the Tree Identification Key as a guide. The teacher will also go over terms using the Glossary of Terms
Used Tree ID Key. Each student will be asked to present one example from their collection and conclude what
species of tree it came from. Students will be asked to reproduce one of their leaf examples and label which
tree it came from at the conclusion of this Unit Study.
Day 3
Materials: printout (http://www.wikihow.com/Measure‐the‐Height‐of‐a‐Tree), Biltmore stick and/or Clinometer
(to be used by the teacher)
Students will find the approximate height of at least two trees in their circular plot from Day 1. The
students will attempt both methods described in wikihow. Students will record the info and will later display the
findings on their spreadsheet. The teacher will then show how a Biltmore stick and/or Clinometer is used to
figure the height.
Day 4
Students will use the computers and input the height of the trees they measured in their circular plot.
Remind them to put the correct height with the correct diameter measured. Discuss with students the formula
that could be used to find how much area of the tree trunk that the bark covers (surface area). Deduce that the
tree is similar to a cylinder, therefore, surface area = 2
+2
. Next, the teacher will ask what formula could
be used to determine the amount of wood in the trunk of a tree. The formula for volume can be used here.
Volume =
. Some might suggest that you subtract the thickness of the bark if heavily covered.
Day 5
Key Terms:
Acre = 43,560 square feet (90 yards of a football field)
Basal Area: The degree to which an area is occupied by trees and is generally expressed in feet ²per acre.
Materials: ¾ inch washers attached to a string 24.75 inches long (one per group)
The students will work together to find the basal area of their circular plot. Standing in the center of
their circle they will hold the washer away from their eye, using the distance of the string, looking at each tree in
their circular plot. Students will look at the trees at the point 4½ feet above the ground. The students will only
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count the trees with trunks that appear wider than the washer. After each student records the number of trees
counted in their plot, the teacher will have the students add all circular plot areas together. Then students will
add all the trees counted from the washer method to get a total area and total number of trees . The teacher
will take 43,560 divided by the total area from all the groups then take this answer and multiply it by the total
counted trees (those greater than the size of the washer) to get an answer of how many trees cover an acre for
this particular area. Discuss how this could be used by a company looking at logging in a certain area.
Assessment
Students will draw a circular plot using a compass. The scale will be 1/2 inch = 5 feet. The student will
draw three trees in their circular plot. Students will label the height and diameter of the trees. Students will
then solve for circumference, volume and surface area of each tree in their circular plot. Lastly, the students will
draw one leaf on one of their trees and label according to the Day 2 lesson.
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